
 Gather all documentation and passwords from the existing provider
 Review the existing system and develop a transition plan
 Provide contact details and staff communication templates
 Configure access to our Customer Only Portal

New Client Onboarding Process and Transition
Procedures

The following process is a summary of the tasks that Myrtec follows when
transitioning new customers over from their existing provider. This process
has been carefully refined after more than ten years of experience in the IT
sector dealing with a range of industries and customers.  

Myrtec service staff are well adept at dealing with incumbent providers and
are always courteous and professional.

Myrtec manages the transition process by liaising with the primary contact
to ensure clear, honest and consistent communication. The transition is
broken down into three key stages:

Pre Transition 

Myrtec performs these before the transition of services to ensure that the
transition is well planned and managed.

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Install the Myrtec Agent on all devices. In most cases, this can be                    
installed alongside any existing management agents that may already 
 be installed
Request administrative passwords for systems and applications 
Request that the incumbent provider removes their agent and antivirus
- this can typically be completed even if the customer's current
contract hasn't expired, although it may need to be paid out

Provide updated documentation and password details to the primary
contact
Remove the incumbent providers access to all IT systems
Organise a strategy review between the Myrtec Account Manager and
key stakeholders to develop a plan of stability and performance
improvements along with key tasks and projects to be performed 
Transition of emails, backups, domain names and software licenses as
required. The transition of these applications from the incumbent
provider or a third party can be planned and completed on a scheduled
basis 

Transition

These steps are performed on the day of transition by Myrtec to ensure
that the service continues to operate effectively and that the appropriate
security and strategic planning measures are in place. 

1.

2.
3.

Post Transition

These steps are performed after the transition to ensure that the service
will continue to operate effectively and that the appropriate security and
strategic planning measures have been put in place. 

1.

2.
3.

4.
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